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Intrecluction.

Materials fol reading instruction are proliferating at an astound-

ing rate. Basal pr,zrams predominated for many years, Lut are giving

ground to other devices. Media materials include cassette and tape

programs, filmstrips, records, and machines of great variety. Kits

take advantage of the American predilicticn for packaged materials

and include boJks, activity cards, names, etc. Paperbacks, individual-

ized reading packages, games, newspapers, all are included in the
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forms of reading raterials availa5le for purchase. This super-

abundance coupled with limited budgets and specialized needs raises

many questions concerning the selection and purchase of materials.

Johnson (1969) and Ruvin (1969) have provided excellent sets of

suggestions as to how materials should be selected but all too often

these kinds of suggestions are not taken. Materials are generally

ordered by teachers or principals in individual schools who are rela-

tively unsophisticated in the sphere of materials evaluation. In

some cases the materials themselves are examined, but often materials

are purchased on the strength of the descriptive brochures.

Thus, we assume the salection is influenced by the propaganda

techniques utilized by these brochures as well as by their attractive

formats. Spache (1968) pointed out, "t4e teachers of reading must

face the ugly fact that in considering instructional techniques and

materials, we don't er2rc1se the critical thinking that we claim to

teach our pupils to do."

Tbe present study was designed to eKamine modes of sales presen-

tations, holding constant, to a degree, the kinds of propaganda

techniques used. Specifically, the investigators sought to learn

whether there would be any significant differences in materials

selection when subjects choose those material4 on the basis of a

study of: 1. the advertising brochures 2. the content of the broThures

in a plain format 3. the actual materials themselves.

Procedure.

Materials housed In the University of Georgia materials center

were matched with their descriptive brochures and classified into
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seven categories: paperbacks; high-interest/low vocabulary; games;

kits; individualiied reading packages; media; and supplementary mater-

ials. Twenty-one sets of materials were then selected by randomly

choosing three materials from each classification.

A pilot study was then mil with a class of 27 graduate students

enrolled in a materials evaluation course. Classroom instruction

WO provided in recognizing the seven propaganda techniques described

by Smith (1963) and Heilman (1977). These propaganda techniques were:

glittering genet iities; name calling; transfer; testimonial; plain

folks; band wagon; and card stacking.

Each subject in the pilot study was instructed to identify the

dominant propaganda techniqe2 in each of the Lwenty-one brochures.

Six brochures were zlcarly identified which had one of six different

propaganda teche,ques as their dominant technique. No brochure was

identifled that had "plain folks" as its dominant propaganda technique.

In fact, this particular technique was not mentioned by any pilot

subject concerning any of the twenty-one brochures. The six brochures

that were identified and their corresponding materials were selected

for the final study.

To determine whether some subjects might be sold by the format and

art work on the brochure, a special mode of presentation was provided.

All the content of the brochures was typed and mimeographed.

Two classes of undergraduates, elementary education majors who were

taking the beginning cc:::-.:*e in reading, were selected as subjects

for the main study. These naive subjects were selected to preclude

their being familiar with any of the materials. Within each class
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these subject:: Wr'r" assigned tc three modes of preszntation.

Group One wos r_c the actual materials and rate them. Group

Two was asked t) !Ax brochures and rate the materials they

described. (;!-:;. a!-,ked to study the six sets of mimeo-

graphed materir !.. tne materials described. All groups were

instructed th3t_ toy t'lirt1 minutes in which to study their

assigned mnter!a:;. r th .. end nf that time they were given the

rating sheet. lntrl:cticns were on the rating sheet.

Without on7.;!!..,; oc-;t or ease of purchnsing, you are to
rank tho -,,Y; of materials, in terms of the con-
tribution 1c!! tes: WOUld Make to a school's reading
prograr:. ",1,1 to :.1sume vour scI;ool has a reasonable
amount of 7-c-,v tn ,7.ond, hut vcu cannot afford to buy
thing:; of n..7,11;-;. '::11!:e. Rank the six sets of materials
accordin?, to

I stronOy :-:,r-ca,;ing this material 4

I 6dvise r!aterial

I advir,e ;1 ,4nt this material -2

I stron:;1 purchAsine this material 1

The groups tilcir assignments were different and the

assignments u:ere pre-olti'! a regular part of their course work.

The rati:-;7- ycr, on a four point scale developed by the

authors for rnr :trA:ctinna1 materials. No neutral point was

provIdei since usual case in questions concerning mater-

ialr purcha,Jir In t:le pl'Atc schools.

Results.

An analysis i varince, reported in Table 1, revealed that there

were no sil;nifi:Int diff,rence3 between the three modes of presentation,
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the two c:asses or the interaction of tne 7c-.:es of nresentation art the

classes.

There were sirnificant differences at the .:)1 level in the waY

the six materials were rate'.1 and in the interaction of tile modes of

presentation and materials. The interaction of classes and materials

was significant at the .0: level while interaction of modes of presen-

tation, classes and materials was not sirnificant.

Insert Tahle 1_
Althourh the ratinrs of the materials were significantly different,

the investirators were not concerned with determining which ones were

different. However, the interaction between materials and modes of

presentation was of concern in the study. Although an analysis of the

material ratings was sirnificant at the .01 level, it cannot he un-

ambiguously evaluated because of a significant interaction between the

mateoial and the mode of presentation shown in Firure 1. It may be

Insert Figure 1

seen that there is a definite ordering of the value of the materials;

howeve, the ordering was .lot consistent acros: the mode of presentation.

The group that had the materials seems to rive uninu., results from the

other t*:c modes of presentation (i.e. the ordering of the materials

appears to be different from the ctner two.) See also Tables 2 and 3.

Insert Tal)les and 3
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Cor-lusions.

There were no sirnificant differenccs in t!'.e ratinps for posnihle

purchase of materils rerresentinr SiY different advertising rosa-

ganda techniques w%en tee s lects studied the actual materials,

when they stuuied the Lrochures descritin7 the materials and when

they studied the content of the brochures, in mimeorraphe'l form.

Subjects did rate the materials significantly differently, but

this finin7 was teclouCe,:: by interaction effects of the materials

and modes of eresentaticn and the interaction effects of the materials

and the two classes.
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Table 1

Analysis of Variance of Patin7s
Three Modes of Prestat:cn

cf 'ix '7,ets cf Reading Materials bv

Source of Var.:It:on d.f. M.S. P-Rdlio

Between Ss

Crouns (G)
(modes of presentation) 2 .3472 .6134

Classes (C) 1 .2612 .491-1,8

GC 2 .3751 .6627

Error 142 .5560

Within :',s

Materials (Y) 5 7.9285 10.1:(3':.":

GM 10 2.1097 2.8983:'2:

CM 5 2.0563 2.9655:.:

OCM 10 1.0975 1.5684

Error 710 .034

** .01 level of sirnificance

* .05 level of significance
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Figure I

Interaction ietween Slx Sets of Pad.ln;., Mater:al; and Three Modes of
Presentation ((,)
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Table 2

Average Ratings Civen to Six Sets of Reading Materials by Three Modes
of Presentation

Mode

Material

1 2 3 4 5 6

CI 3.3750 2.8125 3.0625 2.4375 3.0000 3.5000
(material)

C2 3.3125 2.12.3 6250 3.1875 3.8750 3.1250
(brochure)

C3 3.3125 2.6250 2.3750 2.5000 3.6250 3.1250
(mimeograA)

Material
Average 3.3333 2.5208 2.6875 2.7093 3.5000 3.2500

Table 3

Mode
Average

3.0312

3.0417

2.9271

Ordering of Six 52ts of Reading Materials by the Three Modes of Presentation

Material :42r.%er

1

(material)

6 1 3 5 2 4

C2

(brochure)
5 1 4 6 3 2

.3
cmireogranh)

5 1 6 2 4 3

Overall order 5 1 6 4 3 2
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